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sight—men in stark nudity, sitting in a very composed
dignified fashion,' and women approaching them with
folded hands, and paying them profound homage. These
were deemed men of great sanctity, whose blessing
brought signal benefit, while their- curse entailed
terrible .calamities. At an early period of our residence
at Benares we sometimes met these naked creatures in
the streets \ but for many years they have disappeared, as
there is a magisterial order that they be flogged for their
indecency, however loud may be their pretension of
sanctity. At Allahabad there were many devotees with
their tangled hair, besmeared bodies, and very scanty
clothing—if what they had on could be called clothing.
These are yet seen all over the country. The time has
not yet come for stringent orders in these cases.
On >the occasion of a gathering such as that of
Allahabad a stranger sees no sign of the separating-
influence of caste. Tiie people move about and mix
with each other as freely as people do in Europe when
assembled in large numbers. There is .nothing hi caste
to prevent people conversing with each other and being
on friendly terms \ but the friendliness must not go the
length of eating together or of intermarriage. There are
indeed large classes deemed so low, so outside the pure
Hindu castes, that, so far as is' possible, their touch is
shunned, and they are not allowed to enter temples; but
even these may be spoken to and caste purity retained
We have not in Northern India a class so low that they
must hide themselves when a Brahman appears, as Pariahs
have to do in some parts of Southern India. In fact, at
Hindu melas one receives a pleasing impression of the
social character of the people, when he observes their
good humour and friendly intercourse.

